PHOTOBIOMODULATION
Be well.
Be better!
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PHOTOBIOMODULATION
Photobiomodulation (PBM) is
associated with elevated quality
of life in many ways. It delivers
red and near infrared (NIR) light
to the cells of our body and brain
to improve or normalize their
functions. This process is then
widely translated into positive
effects in the body and the brain.
The Neuro Gamma device delivers 810
nm NIR light pulsed at 40 Hz, which is
the frequency of gamma brain waves.
Gamma brain waves are associated
with increased memory activity,
sensory perception, focus, cognition
and creativity.
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The Neuro Alpha device delivers
810 nm NIR light pulsed at 10 Hz,
which is the frequency of alpha
brain waves. Alpha brain waves are
present during the resting state of
the brain, and aid overall mental
coordination, calmness, alertness,
mind/body integration and learning.

NEURO G A M M A |
US$1,749 |

NEURO A L P H A |
US$1,749 |

The X-Plus is a versatile device that
can be placed on almost any area on
the head or the body. Its adaptable
LED module emits continuous 810
nm NIR light. PBM of the brain, the
thymus gland and of the gut are
some of the options with the X-Plus.
A more holistic approach to PBM is
possible by combining the X-Plus with
a Vielight Neuro device.

X-PLUS |
US$749 |
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FDA and
safety compliant.

*

Powerful
Mental Acuity
PBM Devices
The Vielight Neuro is a portable
personal-use brain PBM device that
delivers 810 nm near infrared (NIR)
light energy via four LED modules
and an intranasal applicator. The
four LEDs are directed to the hubs
of the default mode network of
the brain to support its healthy
functioning. A well-functioning
default mode network is associated
with a well-functioning brain.

The Vielight 810 Infrared is an LEDbased intranasal PBM device. This
compact PBM device delivers 810 nm
NIR light to the brain via the nasal
passage. The NIR light pulses at 10 Hz.

810 INFRARED | US$499

Compact
Intranasal
Brain PBM
NIR Device
Why Intranasal
for Brain PBM?

The 810 nm wavelength
used is able to reach the
brain directly. Specifically,
it reaches the olfactory
bulb lying just above the
nasal cavity. There are
direct connections between
the olfactory bulb and the
memory areas of the brain of
the entorhinal cortex, as well
as the major memory hub,
the thalamus.

Compact
Intranasal
Systemic
PBM Devices
Why Intranasal
for Systemic PBM?

The visible red photons are
absorbed by the blood in
the dense, permeable nasal
blood capillary network.
From there they circulate
through the body, delivering
systemic PBM.

The Vielight 633 Red and the Vielight 655 Prime are personal systemic intranasal PBM
LED device.
While mostly the same, the 633 utilizes a non-laser LED to emit visible red light of 633
nm wavelength, while the 655 emits low level laser light (LLL) of 655 nm. Each session is
auto-timed for 25 minutes.

655 P R I M E | U S $ 3 9 9

633 R E D | U S $299
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SIMPLE
FACTS
VIELIGHT STORY

Vielight Inc. leads the world in the practical
application of Photobiomodulation (PBM)
technology to enhance brain functions. Tens of
thousands of users around the world are using
our technology.
Our company is engaged in clinical trials for
traumatic brain injury, Alzheimer’s Disease and
Parkinson’s Disease.
Vielight’s ability to influence brain wave
patterns (measured with EEG) is novel and
opens up new opportunities in ground-breaking
non-invasive brain stimulation development.
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